New Jersey Needle Artists
American Needlepoint Guild
November 18, 2020 Meeting
Hi Everyone –
Linda M welcomed 24 NJNA members to our November Zoom meeting. NJNA has been in
touch with the library and they have reserved our 2021 meeting dates even though they are not
yet open for public meetings. So NJNA will continue to meet on Zoom for a few more months.
The New Jersey Needle Festival was postponed until June 5, 2021. We have heard from most of
the NJNA attendees and only one person has had to surrender their seat. So please let Linda M
know if you would like to join us at the 2020 price of $65! Otherwise, we will surrender the
seat back to Needleworkers.
The ANG 2021 SOTM was announced at the membership meeting earlier today. We think it is
called “Strata” by Jennifer Riefenberg. This piece, along with several others, will be considered
by the SOTM members at the December meeting where we will vote to determine the NJNA
2021 SOTM. Please send any suggestions to Linda. All NJNA members are welcome to join this
fun group which meets on the second Saturday of every month.
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Linda was pleased to announce that several items were sold in the NJNA “trunk” stash sale,
including two big bins and many stretcher bars. The following items are still available:
Stretcher Bar Size Pairs Available
5-inch
1
6-inch
1
7-inch
1
8-inch
1 reg, 2 mini
10-inch
2
12-inch
7
13-inch
6 reg, 2 mini
14-inch
6
15-inch
5
16-inch
4
17-inch
3
Note: None are Evertites
We also have a K’s Scroll Frame (10-inch side bars and 9-inch scroll rods) and 5 bags of large
tacks (20 per bag). All items are $1. Please contact Linda to arrange transfer!
The ANG 2021 National Seminar will take place in Kansas City from August 6 through August 13,
2021. The classes have been announced and are posted on the ANG website as well as in the
November issue of Needlepointers. Registration will open on February 8, 2021 for members.
Please note that ANG has elected to return to the 7-day format for this seminar.
ANG will celebrate its 50th anniversary at National Seminar in 2022. This event will take place in
Tucson from July 29 to August 5, 2022.
ANG will be holding elections for national officers in March. The fiscal year starts on May 1.
After the virtual seminar in 2020 was able to attract many first-time “attendees”, the ANG
leadership is looking at evaluations in order to best structure future virtual learning events.
Stay tuned.
In other news, ANG is now on Instagram -- @ang_needlepoint.
Woodlawn is planning to hold the needlepoint exhibit in 2021, but details are still being
worked. Linda will let us know when more is known. Meanwhile, as a fundraiser, Woodlawn is
holding an auction of embroidered face masks. Please visit their website for more information
or if you would like to stitch one to donate.
Barbara L introduced the NJNA nominating committee and thanked Jill W and Mally B for their
enthusiastic support. The following slate of nominees and back-ups was put forward:
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Position
President
VP Programs
VP Membership
Treasurer
Secretary
Workshop Chair
Sunshine
Communication Chair
Webslte
Blog
Social Media
Meeting Summary

Nominee
Linda M
Cathryn C
Jill W
Rosie L
Noelle D
Ellen B
Carol F
Linda P
Diane B/Jill W
Linda P
Nancy B
Rosie L

Back-up
Rosie L
Marge K
Janet P
Ada D
Sue C
Moira C
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

The nominating committee will be recommending to the board that the Communication
Committee be formed with volunteers staffing each of the four primary areas. This proposal
will have to be voted on and specific details worked out.
Cathryn C introduced plans for 2021 programs. These programs consider that NJNA will be
meeting by Zoom for much of the year. These plans are subject to revision based upon
availability of the speakers. Bold entries are confirmed.
Month

Speaker/Program

January

Toni Gerdes

February

Ann Strite-Kurz

March
April

Program
Lois Kerschner

Description
Additions to Stitching is a 45 minute lecture (plus 15 minute
question & answer period) exploring newer threads and other
techniques that can be added to your stitching, including
embellishments, applique, needle felting, & a special "Wacky"
copper lace technique. This slide lecture shows all these ideas
and how to use them.
Creative Adaptations for Canvas Embroidery- A good transition
for the hesitant designer. In this lecture Ann will show a number
of her canvas designs with the original design source and will
discuss how the various interpretations evolved. She will also
cover some of the basic design principles along with simple
guidelines for handling color, balancing elements and handling
curves on canvas.
Stitch-in
ACHIEVING PERSPECTIVE IN STITCHING. Using many stitched
examples, this lecture program illustrates how to achieve the
illusion of depth in stitching—how to contrast colors, stitch sizes,
thread types and texture to help make something appear to be
close or further away. Lois shares the techniques she uses in her
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May
June

Program
Program

July

Valerie McAleenan

August

Program

September
October

Jacqui Clarkson
Vicki Wittershein

November
December

Program
Program

own stitched thread scapes which includes a handout of stitching
techniques for achieving perspective in your own work.
David McCaskill’s Dolphin Topiary
David McCaskill’s Dolphin Topiary
Valerie is from Timeless NeedleArts Appraisals. She holds a
certified Needlework Appraiser by ANG as well as other
certifications. Do you see your needlework as an art form? Why
should you have your needlework appraised? Where do you turn
when you want to ensure your needlework, goldwork , samplers
or other forms of needlework textiles are appropriately valued?
Family Vintage Needlework -- the Idea is to provide pictures (or
in person pieces) of historical needlework from our families. For
example, Cathryn has Cluny lace done by her great grandmother,
tatting done by her great aunt, cross stitch from her grandmother
and mother, hardanger from her cousin.
Why You Need Yellow in Your Life!
Teacher/Designer with Edwardian Needle and EGA; becoming
certified by NAN. Vicki is refining a talk about working with felt
markers on canvas and ribbons.
Stitch-in and Review of Woodlawn Submissions
Holiday Party! (We hope!)

Jill reported that we now have 49 members. She issued a reminder that NJNA membership
renewal will be in January. Checks are to be sent to Jill. She will send e-mail to all members in
order to confirm current information.
Rosie reported that the current balance in our treasury is $5269.81. We have several additional
expenses yet to come in for 2020 but we expect to end the year close to budget. The board has
decided to use some of our money toward getting speakers for zoom calls!
Sylvia thanked Cathryn for providing the final, informative session of our Background Samper II
workshop. A few members shared their progress to date:

Linda M
Pewter

Sylvia B
Red

Rosie L
Sage

Noelle D
Red
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Lest we forget, Janet P purchased Background Sampler II and used it to finish off the 2019
SOTM after she decided to not continue the “hot mess” that was the mystery SOTM!

The framed “Children’s Bookshelf” by Alice Peterson is hanging at the Framed Image to show
off our stitching and Rob’s excellent framing. Please make a point to stop in and view it if you
are in the Pompton Plains area. It really turned out gorgeous.

Cathryn has been in touch with the library about making a presentation to them. The library
will only permit two NJNA members to attend, but the library will arrange for a photographer
from the local paper. Cathryn and Linda will go and will use the opportunity to present the
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annual donation to the library from NJNA. We hope to hold a reception with Pam G’s sons
when the library is open to in-person meetings again.
Carol F sent out Halloween postcards to all members who missed the October meeting. She
also sent a card to Cindy H following good medical news! Carol’s cards and messages have
been so thoughtful and we thank her for all her effort!
Following a bountiful show and tell, Cathryn conducted the remaining lessons on the Summer
and Autumn kimonos.
REMINDER: Please pick up all needles/pins from the (library) floor. Even more important
now that we are stitching at home!
I hope you enjoy the Show and Tell pictures. I appreciate everyone sending me pictures that
allowed me to share my screen with the group. I would appreciate it if you would include
relevant information about each completed project.
Happy Thanksgiving!!
Cheers, Rosie
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Show and Tell
It’s always a challenge to figure out an arrangement for show and tell.

I wanted to start this month with Nancy W’s Colorful Turkey, a painted canvas by Rebecca.
Most of the stitches are her own, but Nancy consulted with Ann from Mrs. Stitches in order to
get the turkey to stand out! Nancy found the cording in her stash and finished this herself so
that she would have it in time to hang for this Thanksgiving!

Cathryn stitched “Thanksgiving” from the Kathy Reese Holiday Delights Collection. She
presented it to her aunt and uncle who are spending their first Thanksgiving in assisted living.
They have it hanging on their door and have many folks stopping by to admire it! Great idea!
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Janet P completed “Carolers”, a painted canvas by Louise Marion. Janet chose her own threads
and stitches. Didn’t she do a stunning job balancing between detail and perspective? Rob at
Framed Image did the finishing and Janet wants us to be sure to note the red felt squares in the
corner of the mat. But stay tuned……
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Janet P also completed her 53rd (!!)
Christmas stocking taken from a portion of
the “Carolers” canvas! She stitched this
for herself (finally) and finished it herself
(as she did with most of the others.)
Gorgeous!

Diane B picks a theme for each of her
Grandchildren and designs a stocking and
annual ornaments around each one’s theme!
Alexander, her Grandson in Texas, has a tree
theme. Diane designed this stocking, chose her
own threads and stitches, finished it herself, and
mailed it to Texas in time for Christmas! Whew,
I’m tired just thinking about it!
Diane’s designs are so creative, beautiful, and
thoughtful!
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Carol K-B stitched “Bargello Muse” by Lorene Salt. This was a class offered by the Metropolitan
Region of EGA. Carol’s piece was framed by Allen’s Creations in Clemson, SC. I hope I have it in
the right orientation now!! Beautiful color combination, Carol.

Sue C took “Sunrise Reflection” from Wendy Moore at the 2020 ANG National Virtual Seminar.
She enjoyed stitching this piece which feels as if you are looking out a window into the sea.
Framing was by Rob at the Framed Image.
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Janet P completed this Blue Asian-patterned rug and had it framed by Rob at Framed Image. I
felt that I had to get your attention by making it a full page, because this rug is 36 inches by 24
inches (3 feet by 2 feet!) I hope we get to see this in person some day!!
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This is Janet P’s version of “Nova”
by Genny Morrow. It is based on
quilt squares from all over the
country – the original is
rectangular. Jacqui told us the
story of how Genny had carefully
arranged all of the quilt squares in
the order and color that she
wanted them for the design. Then
she drove them to her daughter’s
house to get her opinion. Jacqui
and others had recommended that
Genny tape the squares down, but
no, Genny didn’t think that was
necessary. Jacqui tells us that the
arrangement was just arriving back
home when a gust of wind took the
arrangement and made an olio of
it!! The wonderful framing is by
Rob at Framed Image – love that
red!

Jacqui C started “Twelve Patch”
also by Genny Morrow in 1992 –
nearly thirty years ago!!! It is now
complete and appropriately framed
by JoAnn Fabrics!
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Janet P has been busy getting all of her Covid
finishes framed!!! This piece is based on a
Frank Lloyd Wright completed needlepoint
that Janet and her husband saw hanging at
Rittenhouse Needlepoint in Philadelphia.
The canvas wasn’t available, so Kevin painted
this canvas for Janet. It is done completely in
floss! Wow. Framing by Rob at Framed
Image.

Diane B never ceases to amaze me with her creativity. Do you recognize these as Toni
Gerdes’s Holed Up Mini Project from the early days of the quarantine? Diane has
personalized one for her Grandaughter Molly’s second birthday and the other for her Mother
Mary’s 95th! She finished the ornaments herself! So fun.
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Here we have Cathryn’s “Baby’s First
Christmas” ornament which was stitched for
her newest grandnephew, Connor. Finished
by Pam at Edwardian Needle.

Remember the tree stocking above that
Diane stitched for her Grandson? That’s
Alexander’s theme – and this is his first
ornament! It was painted by Marsha Nelson.
Stitches and finishing were by Diane herself!

Janet P was given this canvas of a Clumber
Spaniel from her daughter. (Sue C tells us
that this dog breed won the Westminster
Dog Show in 1996!) Janet says she’s had two
of these dogs. I was so mesmerized by the
dog breed that I forgot to note who did the
finishing.
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Top Row: Barbara L and Janet P Winter
Kimonos. Note how Janet “squared” hers up
with plans to hang upside down!
Middle: Sue C Autumn and Summer Kimonos
Bottom: Rosie L Autumn Kimono
This has been our chapter stitching project
since September 2020. Designs by Margaret
Bendig and taught by Cathryn C.
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Ellen S stitched Melissa Shirley’s “Red Door Pumpkin House” with her own choice of threads
and stitches. She decided to use pumpkin buttons that she found at Needleworker’s Delight to
decorate the front porch! How wonderful is this? It makes me smile!

Jacqui made this table runner for her daughter’s Thanksgiving table. As I understand it, she
outlined the design, then she colored in the whole thing with a white crayon before adding the
colors with crayon. Then she ironed it and embroidered the outlines. She says it is washable.
We decided that Jacqui needs to teach us this technique!!!
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Jacqui’s latest Granddaughter arrived last Monday! Congratulations! This stocking was ready
to go except for the name – and now it is off to the Edwardian Needle for finishing!

Jacqui also shared this Amy Bunger design called “Alpine Santa”. It feels Nordic to me and I
love the beard! This will be finished into an ornament. So cute!
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Robin took several courses at the ANG 2020 Virtual Seminar. This one is Deborah Mitek’s
“Christmas Mosaic” and it was an Encore class. It features a Christmas topiary done in silk
ribbons which Robin says is a new technique for her. Robin says the sample was shaped more
like a Christmas tree, but hers grew a bit wider! Beautiful and good for Robin to expand her
stitching skills at seminar!

Lastly, Dee L wanted to show us how she has been spending her stitching time! Dee is a
member of the local weaving guild – Jockey Hollow Weavers. They offered this basket class on
line. Dee has made two – she says each one takes her about a day and a half. This picture
shows off the two colors. Dee says they are perfect for storage in one of her cabinets! So much
talent in NJNA!!!

